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Bruce Tiffney – Emeritus
After 34 years on the Earth Science faculty at UCSB, including 10
years as Dean of the College of Creative Studies and recently,
two further years as Acting Dean, Bruce Tiffney retired on July
first, 2020.
Bruce grew up in Massachusetts and evolved a deep love of
natural history writ large through his academic parents, both
biologists, such that his education was a hybrid. He obtained an
undergraduate degree in Geology from Boston University in 1971,
with a minor in biology (the latter which he only missed by lack of
organic chemistry), and a Ph.D. in Botany with a focus on
systematics, morphology and anatomy, from Harvard.
This interdisciplinary streak stayed with him in his professional career, which he commenced at the
department of Biology of Yale university, where he also curated the paleobotanical collections and
herbarium at the Peabody Museum of Natural History. This lasted for nine years, but fellow Harvardian
San Awramik urged him to apply to UCSB's Geology Department, leading to Bruce's move to UCSB in
1986. This was a substantial transition for Bruce and his wife Robin, given that, to that time, Bruce was
a dedicated New Englander. While Robin had lived many years in Nigeria, she had deep farming roots
in New Hampshire. Thus the transition took a while (and was further complicated by the Santa Barbara
housing market, a challenge recognized by all who move to Santa Barbara from elsewhere). However,
after four years of learning the new territory, new geology, new flora and accommodating to the new
climate, (and eating a lot of beans and rice), coupled with offers from other institutions, Bruce & Robin
decided to call Santa Barbara home.
One of the interesting features of the hiring process in 1986 was that a retirement generated a new
position in the Department. (no three year plans!) As it chanced, the retirement of Professor Robert
Norris released the position that Bruce occupied, and both Bob and Bruce appreciated certain parallels,
including a deep affinity for teaching, growing one’s own fruit and vegetables, and bow ties. Indeed, as
time passed this strong affinity led to Bob and his wife Ginny specifically to call Bruce and Robin with
the request that they consider buying the “mini farm” next door to the Norris’ own holding, which Robin
and Bruce purchased in 1997, setting up a small geological/ natural historical enclave in the Hope Ranch
Annex.
One of the challenges that Bruce faced in moving West in 1986 was that his particular specialty, the
examination of fruits and seeds in the fossil record, was tied (at that point) to east coast localities.
Indeed, several colleagues lamented that Bruce was going to be in the west coast, where his colleague
and friend Steve Manchester had already found and undertaken work on the few existing fruit and seed
deposits. This “challenge” disappeared in the first summer, when Bruce & Robin hit the road and

visited several classic collecting localities in the western Sierra, all famous for their fossil leaves. Robin
well remembers the loud cry of joy that arose from a cliff 40 feet above her when Bruce found that
which all previous observers had just plain overlooked - a rich trove of late Eocene fruits and seeds,
including a particular Dogwood relative (Mastixia) that was very common in the European Paleogene
and Neogene, but which had not yet been reported in North America! Beyond his fascination with
fruits and seeds and the stories that they told about the shifting climates of the Cenozoic and resulting
biogeographic changes that they caused, Bruce was also interested in plant-animal interactions and at
UCSB pursued investigations of how changing plant communities affected the evolution of herbivores,
and on the role of animals in dispersing plant seeds.
However, UC Santa Barbara is not only noted for the research strength of the campus and Earth
Science, but also for its commitment to education. While Bruce had very few graduate students at
UCSB, he influenced a range of students through GE courses. Over the years, these included The
Science Behind Jurassic Park (with Stan Awramik), Earth 111 – Introductory Paleobiology (with Jim
Valentine, then Susannah Porter and most recently John Moore), and his course on paleobotany. These
were great courses, shared with great colleagues, and led to his being one of several Earth Faculty to
receive the Academic Senate Distinguished Teaching Award Distinguished Teaching Award. These
courses also led Bruce to encounter biology students from the College of Creative Studies, of which
more anon.
Bruce also served at the campus level, being actively involved in Senate and Administrative
Committees, initially championing the Library and seeking a new building - which took nearly 20 years
and three librarians to reach fruition, but is now a reality. Additionally, pursuing the vision of
Chancellor Vernon Cheadle, he worked to develop the campus flora as a teaching tool, and more
recently was instrumental in developing UCSB’s sustainability infrastructure, co-chairing the
Chancellor’s Campus Sustainability Committee for ten years. He was also president of the Faculty Club
Board for many years, and was instrumental in helping preserve the architecturally iconic Club building
while bringing it into broader service to the campus community. Another aspect of service commenced
when he was appointed to the Biology faculty in the College of Creative Studies. Not only did he start to
advise students in CCS Biology who then became paleo students in the department, but he stepped up to
various committee assignments, then to being Chair of the Faculty Executive Committee in CCS. In
2005 he was appointed Acting Dean of CCS and then served as Dean from 2006 to 2016. While this
deeply cut into both teaching and research time (although he did find time to team up with CCS Art
Faculty member Hank Pitcher to teach courses on field painting and botanical illustration), his primary
dedication was in ensuring the strength of the eight (now nine) CCS majors and the success of the
students that they served. While he regrets the diminution of research time that this required, given the
fact that some 75% of CCS students go on to higher degrees and often very productive and important
careers, Bruce is satisfied that he probably accelerated the growth of human knowledge and
understanding more as a Dean of CCS than as a single faculty member in a laboratory.
In the meantime, participation in Departmental field trips and other field trips jump-started Robin’s
appreciation for the possibilities of the California landscape, aiding her development as a (now) locally
revered plein-aire landscape painter. Many of the products of these early days still hang in the front
office, scenes ranging from familiar geological sites swarming with students, to evening fires while
camping. In the 1990’s, Tanya Atwater initiated (with the assistance of then staff member Chuck
Anderson) a tradition of an annual departmental welcome party for graduate students, post-docs, staff,
faculty and emeriti party to celebrate or sense of community. In time, Robin and Bruce picked up
hosting this fall tradition (too bad about covid-19 this year!), hosting upwards of 100 geologists at their
home. While Bruce presided over the fires and the smoker, Robin developed a following for her homebaked breads, baked beans, salmon, and extraordinary range of pies and cakes for desert. Indeed, the
cheeriest way forward is through pleasing stomachs, and the faculty thanked Robin many years ago by
electing a her a fellow of the Department!.

Bruce did step away from the CCS Deanship in 2016 with the intent of getting back to research for his
own pleasure, and indeed, got deeply into a couple of projects before the exigencies of the search for a
new CCS Dean led the Chancellor to ask Bruce to serve for a year (starting in 2018) as Interim Dean.
Hah! This posting stretched another year through June 2020, when he could step aside for the new CCS
Dean, Prof. Gerardo Aldana. Now Bruce has formally retired with a fresh opportunity to think again
about research. Of course Covid-19 makes this a bit easier said than done, particularly since the first
order of retirement business is (when allowed) to undertake the process of moving his office and lab in
Webb Hall to other quarters, likely split between home and another space in the Department. Delightful
possibilities await.
It's been an honor to be associated with this Department, Bruce says, a pleasure to see its growth
and ever-increasing excellence over these past thirty three years... and counting!

